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TOWARDS REASONABLE: THE RISE OF STATE PREGNANCY ACCOMMODATION LAWS

Stephanie A. Pisko*

ABSTRACT

In light of the recent Supreme Court decision Young v. UPS, pregnancy accommodation in the workplace is once again at the forefront of employment law. Pregnancy is not considered a disability under the ADA, nor is it within the scope of Title VII protections, but states are passing their own pregnancy accommodation laws. These laws will affect employers and employees alike, but exactly how is uncertain. Perhaps the most natural (and obvious) result of the explosion of state pregnancy accommodation laws will be a federal law, or an amendment to the ADA categorizing pregnancy as a disability. But there are reasons that the seemingly minimal accommodations for pregnant workers have not been met with overwhelming support. Some fear the increased cost to employers. Others fear the stigma of equating pregnancy with a disability.

Nevertheless, employers will have to grapple with increased state protections supplementing the already-existing scheme of Title VII. Young adds another complication by lessening the burden to prove an employer’s duty to accommodate. For multinational corporations, tailoring their pregnancy policies to each state might prove costlier than uniformly implementing the plan of the most generous state. Employers are already accommodating disabled employees in the same manner. And these accommodations are by definition “reasonable.” Employers might not only avoid needless liability by providing accommodations to pregnant workers—even when not required—but might also gain numerous benefits, such as: increased morale; lower attrition rates; more productive workers; and better reputations. Accommodating pregnant workers seems uncontroversial, but every federal bill introduced to do so has been strongly opposed and stopped. States may now be leading the way and, ultimately, pregnancy accommodation laws will create positive benefits for women.

* J.D., 2015, Seton Hall University School of Law; B.A., 2012, The University of Scranton
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**Introduction**

Despite the presence of pregnant women and women of childbearing age in the workforce, pregnancy discrimination was not a recognized form of sex discrimination under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act until the passage of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) in 1978.\(^1\) Thirty-six years later, the Supreme Court is still grappling with the proper scope of the PDA; it recently decided *Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc.*,\(^2\) concerning how the PDA’s prohibition on discrimination applies to employers’ accommodation plans.\(^3\) The PDA defines pregnancy discrimination and requires employers to treat pregnant workers, for all employment-related purposes, the same as non-pregnant workers who are similar in their “ability or inability” to work.\(^4\) Unlike the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the PDA does not require employers to provide *accommodations* to pregnant workers.\(^5\) However, the Court in *Young* had to decide the extent to which this general non-duty to accommodate changes when the employer provides accommodations for other employees.\(^6\) The analysis partly turned on whether the non-pregnant employees receiving accommodations were similarly situated to pregnant workers.\(^7\) In some instances this is an easy analysis. For example, if an employer provides extra water breaks and light-duty assignments for workers with non-job related back pain, then the employer would be required to provide the same accommodation for pregnant women with back pains. But *Young* was not such an easy case because it was unclear whether the pregnant workers and the classes of non-pregnant workers being provided accommodations were similarly situated.\(^8\)

In *Young*, the plaintiff, who had been an employee of UPS since 1999, became pregnant and was medically restricted from lifting over 20 pounds;\(^9\) her job required her to lift packages weighing between 70 and 150 pounds.\(^10\) UPS informed her that she could not continue as a driver because she was unable to perform the lifting requirement of her position.\(^11\) The PDA does not necessarily require UPS to make an accommodation to *Young*, but the company made accommodations to other employees in three

---

5. *Id*.
7. *Young*, 135 S. Ct. at 1347.
8. *Young*, 135 S. Ct. at 1348.
10. *Young*, 135 S. Ct. at 1344.
11. *Young*, 135 S. Ct. at 1344.
different scenarios: (1) temporary light-duty transfers for employees injured during the course of their job; (2) transfer of jobs for drivers who lost their driver’s licenses (pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement); and (3) employees who qualified as disabled under the ADA.12

The district court granted summary judgment in favor of UPS and the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit affirmed, holding that there was no duty to accommodate, despite the accommodations provided to other employees.13 The court found that the other accommodated employees were not appropriate comparators and therefore not similarly situated.14 The Supreme Court granted certiorari to settle possible interpretations of the PDA regarding who is a proper comparator.15 UPS argued that the PDA’s sole purpose is to define pregnancy as a form of sex discrimination and not to give special status to pregnant women by requiring accommodations.16 Young, conversely, argued that the PDA requires “an employer to provide the same accommodations to workplace disabilities caused by pregnancy that it provides to workplace disabilities that have other causes but have a similar effect on the ability to work.”17

The Court rejected both interpretations18 and, instead, adopted an intermediate approach.19 It examined the EEOC guidelines, which specifically addressed the Young-type situation.20 The guidelines provided an ex-

---

12. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1344.
14. Young, 707 F.3d at 450.
15. Young, 135 S. Ct. 1338.
18. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1349 (“We cannot accept either of these interpretations.”).
20. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1351. In July 2014 the EEOC released guidelines stating that employers should provide workplace accommodations. See infra note 35. The EEOC also addressed the situation in which some employees receive lifting accommodations but not pregnant employees. The guidelines stated:

An employer has a policy or practice of providing light duty, subject to availability, for any employee who cannot perform one or more job duties for up to 90 days due to injury, illness, or a condition that would be a disability under the ADA. An employee requests a light duty assignment for a 20–pound lifting restriction related to her pregnancy. The employer denies the light duty request.

2 EEOC Compliance Manual § 626–I(A)(5), p. 626:0013 (July 2014). The Court did not adopt these guidelines because it had reservations about the timing, consistency, and thoroughness of the consideration. It noted that the EEOC’s latest position contradicted its long-standing interpretation that would not require such an
ample of an employer having a policy to provide light-duty for temporarily disabled employees but not providing the accommodations for pregnant workers. The EEOC contended that would be a violation of the PDA under a disparate treatment theory. However, the Court gave the guidelines only Skidmore deference and found such a broad interpretation of the PDA unpersuasive. Likewise, the Court rejected UPS’ theory because it would fail to comport with Congress’s objective of treating pregnant workers equal to similarly-situated employees. The Court held that a pregnant employee could establish a discrimination claim under the PDA by making a prima facie case under McDonnell Douglas (showing that she belonged to the protected class, she sought an accommodation, she was denied the accommodation, and other similarly-situated employees were granted an accommodation). Then, the employer can offer a legitimate non-discriminatory reason for denying her accommodation. Next, the plaintiff has the opportunity to show that the proffered reason was pretext. Unlike ordinary McDonnell Douglas burden shifting, the plaintiff can prove pretext, accommodation. Furthermore, it questioned the basis of the EEOC’s latest interpretation.

22. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1352.
23. There are two types of deference given to administrative interpretations. The first type is Chevron deference, which applies a two-step analysis. Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842 (1984). Under Chevron, the initial question is whether Congress has specifically addressed the issue at hand. If Congress has addressed the interpretation or ambiguity, the court must give full deference to congressional intent. On the other hand, if Congress has not addressed the issue at hand, the court will ask whether the administrative agency’s interpretation is a reasonable construction of the statute. If so, the court will defer to the agency when it is clear that Congress delegated authority to the administrative agency to interpret the law and provide regulations. Express authorization of interpretative power indicates that Chevron deference is proper. Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842–43. Second, there is Skidmore deference, which provides that the “rulings, interpretations and opinions of the Administrator . . . , while not controlling upon the courts by reason of their authority, do constitute a body of experience and informed judgment to which courts and litigants may properly resort for guidance.” Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140 (1944).
24. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1352.
25. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1353.
27. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1354.
29. In Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989), the Court recognized that an employer could discriminate against an employee for mixed reasons (one of which was discriminatory), and the discrimination did not have to be the sole motivating factor (“but-for” causation). Thus, a mixed-motive jury instruction is a lower evidentiary burden because a plaintiff must prove discrimination was a motivating factor but not the sole factor. However, in order to get a mixed-motive jury instruction, the
and thus submit the case to the jury, by showing “that the employer’s legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons are not sufficiently strong to justify the burden, [and]—when considered along with the burden imposed—give rise to an inference of intentional discrimination.”

The Court effectively created a new burden-shifting scheme for certain PDA claims regarding accommodations. Now, a plaintiff can create a jury issue by showing that the employer’s legitimate, non-discriminatory reason imposes a significant burden on her, and that such burden cannot be justified, which in turn gives rise to an inference of discrimination. Accordingly, the judgment in Young was vacated and remanded to the Fourth Circuit. This new standard may help plaintiffs in PDA claims by eliminating the need for direct evidence of discrimination in order to prove pretext in a mixed-motive case. Moreover, the new standard takes into account the burden imposed by the employer’s non-accommodation and requires the employer to essentially justify it.

Although Young is a positive step and might provide great benefits to pregnant workers whose employers provide accommodation to other workers, its holding is limited. When companies do not provide accommodations to any of their workers, they are not obligated to provide any for pregnant workers either. Consequently, pregnant workers will not be legally entitled to workplace accommodations unless an employer provides extra accommodation benefits to workers, and pregnant workers are similarly situated to such workers.

Suppose a blue-collar woman works as a bank teller, earning a near minimum wage salary. She has limited means and no financial resources other than her income from the bank. As part of her job, company policy

---

32. Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1356.
requires that she stand at the bank counter (supposedly to appear more professional to customers). While still working, she becomes pregnant and develops related minor medical complications, such as swollen feet and high blood pressure. To help with her condition, her doctor recommends sitting on a stool, instead of standing at work. She requests an accommodation from her employer, which is denied. The employer further tells her that if she is unable to stand, she will lose her job just as any other employee would (excluding qualified individuals under the ADA).

Under the PDA, the employer is not required to provide such an accommodation, even though it appears minimally burdensome for the employer.\textsuperscript{33} The pregnant bank teller would have a valid Title VII claim in only two situations: if the employer directly discriminated against her because of her pregnancy and not because of her inability to stand, or if the employer was treating similarly-situated employees more favorably.\textsuperscript{34} In other words, if the employer would fire an employee, who, for example, broke his leg and could not stand, then the employer would be fully justified in firing the pregnant bank teller. This gap in the law has been costly for pregnant women in the workplace.\textsuperscript{35} Despite the EEOC’s suggestion

\begin{itemize}
\item[33.] See infra Part II.A.
\item[34.] 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k) (2012).
\item[35.] See Enforcement Guidance: Pregnancy Discrimination and Related Issues, EEOC, available at http://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/pregnancy_guidance.cfm#dissta (last visited Mar. 19, 2015). In example 19, the EEOC states:
\end{itemize}

Pregnancy-Related Impairment Constitutes ADA Disability Because It Substantially Limits a Major Life Activity.

In Amy’s fifth month of pregnancy, she developed high blood pressure, severe headaches, abdominal pain, nausea, and dizziness. Her doctor diagnosed her as having preeclampsia and ordered her to remain on bed rest through the remainder of her pregnancy. This evidence indicates that Amy had a disability within the meaning of the ADA, since she had a physiological disorder that substantially limited her ability to perform major life activities such as standing, sitting, and walking, as well as major bodily functions such as functions of the cardiovascular and circulatory systems. The effects that bed rest may have had on alleviating the symptoms of Amy’s preeclampsia may not be considered, since the ADA Amendments Act requires that the determination of whether someone has a disability be made without regard to mitigating measures.

\begin{itemize}
\item[Id.] See also Brigid Schulte, States Move to Ensure Pregnant Workers Get Fair Chance to Stay on Job, WASH. POST: SHE THE PEOPLE (Sept. 8, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/she-the-people/wp/2014/09/08/states-move-where-congress-wont-to-ensure-pregnant-workers-get-fair-shot-to-stay-on-job/ ("In recent years, a rising number of lawsuits and discrimination claims filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission show that pregnant women have been fired for requesting to carry a water bottle to stay hydrated, on their doctors’ orders. Many who have asked for lighter duty, a break from heavy lifting or a desk job instead of
that employers provide reasonable accommodations, courts have never interpreted Title VII to require that.

Such a narrow reading of the PDA limits women’s participation in the workforce and has particularly negative consequences for women of lesser socio-economic status. Women who are not provided paid leave and are financially unable to take unpaid leave (even if they are eligible) have no choice but to continue working during their pregnancies. Thus, a pregnancy-accommodation provision is vital for women with lower-socio-economic status to remain at their jobs.

Federal bills that would require an accommodation for pregnant workers have repeatedly failed in Congress. But recently, states have been enacting their own legislation requiring just that. In 2014, New Jersey enacted the Pregnant Worker’s Fairness Act, which amended the State’s discrimination law and added protections for pregnant women. The act requires employers to make affirmative accommodations for pregnant workers. Other


37. See Jeannette Cox, Pregnancy as “Disability” and the Amended Americans with Disabilities Act, 53 B.C. L. REV. 444, 454 (2012) (“These ‘gaps in the law for pregnant women’ . . . frequently affect women in low-income work, where rigid work rules restrict workers’ ability to consume water, vary their working positions, and curtail repetitive, physically demanding activities. In these industries, women able to fully conform to employer expectations oriented around male norms during the rest of their work lives predictably lose their jobs when they become pregnant.”).


41. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 10:5-12(s) (2014).
states have passed similar laws as well. The development of new laws brings new questions: How far will employers have to go to provide accommodations for pregnant workers? What will be the implications for pregnant workers’ long-term success in the workplace? Will the state law developments push Congress to pass the federal Pregnant Workers Fairness Act?

This Article proceeds as follows. Part II of this Article provides the history and background of federal protections for pregnant workers. It discusses the requirements of Title VII and the PDA, and available pregnancy leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act. It also explains the accommodation requirements of the ADA, and speculates about what state pregnancy accommodation laws might require. Part III explores recently enacted state accommodation laws, with a particular focus on the New Jersey Pregnant Worker’s Fairness Act. Part IV first examines the opposition to pregnancy accommodations and the potential economic costs to employers. Then, it discusses how such feared costs are exaggerated and how pregnancy accommodations could actually benefit businesses. Part V argues in favor of states adopting accommodation laws to achieve a critical mass of states and, ultimately, a federal law that uniformly protects pregnant workers. In particular, it focuses on how the rise in pregnancy accommodation laws might change employers’ practices and guidelines. Finally, Part VI concludes in favor of the continued adoption of state pregnancy accommodation laws.

I. History & Background

Before the passage of Title VII, pregnant women did not have any job protections in the workplace. Women generally did not have equal rights in, and access to, the workplace, which allowed employers to exclude female workers. Assumptions and stereotypes about women’s physical capabilities

42. See infra notes 131, 132 and accompanying text.
43. See Lise Vogel, Debating Difference: Feminism, Pregnancy, and the Workplace, 16 Feminist Stud. 9, 12 (1990) (arguing that sex-segregation in the market excluded women from many jobs in the workplace). Vogel also explains that in the early twentieth century many states had explicit laws forbidding pregnant women from the workplace. Id. See also Deborah L. Brake & Joanna L. Grossman, Unprotected Sex: The Pregnancy Discrimination Act at 35, 21 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol’y 67, 72–73 (2013) (“Vestiges of this regime [protective legislation] lingered long into the twentieth century, as a wide variety of state laws and employer policies restricted occupations, job duration, and benefits based on sex, pregnancy, childbirth, childrearing, or a combination thereof, all designed to reinforce (white) women’s prescribed maternal roles.”); Joanna L. Grossman & Gillian L. Thomas, Making Pregnancy Work: Overcoming the Pregnancy Discrimination Act’s Capacity-Based Model, 21 Yale J.L. & Feminism 15, 22 (2009) (“The twentieth century witnessed a dramatic change in the regulation of pregnancy and work. Against a long history of exclu-
severely limited their advancement.


45. Id.

46. Id. ("Pregnancy, and motherhood more generally, was once a primary justification for laws limiting all women's employment rights."). See also Katharine T. Bartlett, Pregnancy and the Constitution: the Uniqueness Trap, 62 CALIF. L. REV. 1532, 1532 (1974) ("[That women may and do become pregnant is the most significant single factor used to justify the countless laws and practices that have disadvantaged women for centuries."). Additionally, once working women became pregnant, there was an expectation that they would cease their employment to raise their children. See Catherine Albiston, Institutional Inequality, WIS. L. REV. 1093, 1112–24 (2009).


50. Id. See, e.g., Muller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412, 421–23 (1908) ("[W]oman’s physical structure and the performance of maternal functions place her at a disadvantage in the struggle for subsistence . . . . This difference justifies a difference in legislation.").

51. Brake & Grossman, supra note 43, at 72 ("But this 'protection' was often a pretext for preserving better jobs for men and did not affect all women equally.").

52. Vogel, supra note 43, at 12 ("Over time, special treatment for women through protective legislation not only reinforced sex segregation in the labor market, but it also increasingly became the basis for policies and practices that harmed women workers. In the name of protection, special—but often unfavorable—treatment of pregnant workers thus became a norm that was still in place in the early 1970s."). See Brake & Grossman, supra note 43, at 72.
The legal landscape changed in the 1960’s when Title VII was passed, forbidding employers from discriminating against employees on account of sex. The prohibition on sex discrimination seemingly encompassed pregnancy discrimination, considering that pregnancy is sex specific—but that presumption was false.

A. Title VII and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act

Even after the passage of Title VII, employers were free to discriminate on the basis of pregnancy. Because discrimination on account of pregnancy still was not considered discrimination on the basis of sex, employers continued to hire and promote non-pregnant women over pregnant women and exclude pregnant women from company benefits. The first Supreme Court case to address pregnancy discrimination, twelve years after the passage of Title VII, was \textit{General Electric Co. v. Gilbert}. In \textit{Gilbert}, female employees brought a Title VII action alleging discrimination because the company’s health plan excluded disabilities arising from pregnancy. The plan provided 60% of normal earnings to employees with non-occupational sickness or injury as a result of an accident. The Supreme Court held that an employer did not violate Title VII by having its disability plan exclude coverage for pregnancy-related disabilities. In a perplexing analysis, the Court reasoned that women were not less protected than men under the plan and stated, “the program divides potential recipients into two

54. Grossman & Thomas, supra note 43, at 23 (“It remained common for employers in the 1960s and 1970s to overtly impede pregnant women’s access to new or continued employment, even as women were gaining statutory and constitutional protection against sex discrimination . . . . [M]any employers continued to refuse to hire pregnant women, to require them to leave before a certain point in their pregnancies, to exclude them from certain jobs, or to deny them fringe benefits like insurance, disability coverage, or leave.”) (emphasis added); Widiss, supra note 44, at 963 (“Until the 1970s, however, public and private policies that provided health insurance, sick days, and benefits for employees with illnesses or injuries routinely excluded ‘normal’ pregnancies.”).
55. 429 U.S. 125 (1976). The Court decided two cases prior to \textit{Gilbert} concerning pregnancy discrimination, but those were decided on due process grounds and not under Title VII. See Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. LaFleur, 414 U.S. 632 (1974) (invalidating a public school policy that forced women to take unpaid maternity leave once they reached the fourth month of their pregnancies); Geduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 (1974) (validating a California law that excluded pregnancy from the comprehensive list of disabilities covered under the state insurance policy). The reasoning in \textit{Geduldig} was later applied in \textit{Gilbert} to conclude that pregnancy discrimination was not a form of sex discrimination.
57. \textit{Gilbert}, 429 U.S. at 128.
groups—pregnant women and non-pregnant persons. While the first group is exclusively female, the second includes members of both sexes.” Thus, the Court held that Title VII did not cover pregnancy discrimination because pregnancy discrimination was not “because of sex.” The Court recognized that while it is true that both men and women could be non-pregnant, only women could become pregnant. Despite this, the Court declared that pregnancy discrimination is not because of sex, because non-pregnant persons can be men and women.

Congress responded to *Gilbert* in 1978 by passing the PDA, which overruled the Court’s decision. The PDA amends Title VII and specifically categorizes pregnancy discrimination as a form of sex discrimination. An employer cannot fire an employee simply because she is pregnant. However, it can terminate the employment of a pregnant employee if she is unable to perform the core functions of the job description, and the employer would have treated a similarly-situated employee equally. For example, suppose a plaintiff was fired because her morning sickness made her late to work. The employer, stating that her pregnancy and encompassing tardiness was unacceptable, fired her. In order to succeed on her claim, the plaintiff would have to prove that the employer would not have fired a male employee who, for example, had insomnia and was often late to work. This can be difficult to prove absent concrete comparative examples. That precise issue is why many scholars argue that the PDA did not go far enough and should include an accommodation provision; currently, it has no such provision, despite the EEOC’s newly issued guidelines.

---

60. *Gilbert*, 429 U.S. at 140.
61. See generally Brake & Grossman, supra note 43 (surveying recent case law under the Pregnancy Discrimination Act).
63. See id.
65. See, e.g., Troupe v. May Dep’t Stores Co., 20 F.3d 734, 737 (7th Cir. 1994) (holding that the PDA does not require an employer to treat an employee afflicted with morning sickness better than an employee who was tardy for any other health reason).
67. See infra Part V for discussion of scholars arguing for pregnancy to be defined as a disability. See also supra note 35 for EEOC guidelines.
B. Family and Medical Leave Act

In addition to the PDA, which protects pregnant women from discrimination, the Family Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) provides another benefit in the form of unpaid leave for pregnant workers. The law allows employees (subject to certain threshold requirements) to take twelve weeks of unpaid leave because of a qualifying medical condition, or to care for a family member with a qualifying medical condition. Pregnancy is a qualified condition under the FMLA. The Act allows employees to take leave without fear of losing their jobs, continue receiving benefits throughout the leave, and return to the same position they held prior to taking leave.

Despite this available protection, some workers still slip through the cracks. Women working for smaller business are not covered by the FMLA. Similarly, women who work in informal labor sectors are not covered by the FMLA because they are not statutory employees, and women who are self-employed or independent contractors are also not covered. Further, women who work part-time or full-time for multiple employers but not the requisite hours for one single employer are ineligible for unpaid leave. As a result of these carve-outs, two-thirds of steadily employed mothers are not covered by the FMLA.

Additionally, because FMLA leave is unpaid, the law disproportionally burdens pregnant workers of lesser socio-economic status because they cannot afford to take unpaid leave. Some women may be afraid to take leave.
under the FMLA for fear of retaliation or negative consequences. While the Act contemplates this fear to some extent by including an anti-retaliation provision, in practice, workers are still wary. Women also may be unable to take FMLA leave during pregnancy if they need to save their twelve weeks for leave after the child is born. Thus, the FMLA is a limited federal benefit for pregnant workers because of statutory and practical exclusions.

C. Americans with Disabilities Act

The PDA protects pregnant women from discrimination, and the FMLA provides unpaid leave for pregnant workers, but no federal law provides workplace accommodations for pregnant workers. However, the recent passage of state pregnancy accommodation laws may grant pregnant employees similar protection as the ADA. The ADA, passed in 1990, prohibits discrimination against employees on the basis of their disability. Unlike other federal discrimination protections, the ADA requires employers to make reasonable accommodations for the protected class—disabled employees. Disability is one of only two protected classes under Title VII that require workplace accommodations. However, employers do not have to provide accommodations if doing so would create an undue hardship on the employer. Despite a strong argument for its inclusion, pregnancy is not per se a qualifying disability under the ADA.


79. Retaliation claims are assessed under the same framework as Title VII claims. See, e.g., Weston-Smith v. Cooley Dickinson Hosp., Inc., 282 F.3d 60, 64 n.2 (1st Cir. 2002). Moreover, the employer can assert an affirmative defense by arguing that it would have taken the same adverse employment action regardless of whether the employee took leave.

80. Albiston, supra note 78, at 23 ("Some respondents worried that being fired would not only deprive them of a job, but also harm their ability to find future employment.").


82. Id.

83. Employers requesting religious accommodation also have protection under Title VII, but that is not relevant for this analysis.

84. 42 U.S.C § 12112(b)(5A) (2009).

85. 29 C.F.R. app. §1630.2(h) (2011). Sheerine Almzadeh explained why pregnancy has been historically excluded under the ADA:

As a health condition, pregnancy has long been denied per se designation as a disability under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The reasons for this exclusion include common law depictions of pregnancy as a “natural physiological condition,” Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Because courts interpreted the ADA narrowly, Congress amended the statute with the Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act of 2008 (ADAAA), expanding the definition of disabled. But in expanding the coverage, Congress did not extend the ADA to include the large contingencies of pregnant workers. Since the 2008 ADA Amendments, courts have generally favored finding a disability under the expanded definition of disability. Except, of course, in cases of pregnancy.

Yet there can be some circumstances in which pregnancy causes a qualifying disability. For example, in *Cerrato v. Durham*, the district court noted that “pregnancy-related conditions including spotting, leaking, cramping, dizziness, and nausea” may qualify as disabilities under the ADA. Some courts have distinguished between “normal,” uncomplicated pregnancies and complicated pregnancies. But, most courts have concluded, despite the EEOC regulation to the contrary, that pregnant women can never claim ADA protection. Some scholars argue that pregnancy itself should be treated as a disability, and, as a result, pregnant women should

---

(EEOC) guidelines that explicitly rule out pregnancy as a disability, and historical reticence in the feminist community to advocate for a pregnancy rights framework grounded on the premise that pregnant women are disabled persons.

Almzadeh, supra note 77, at 3.


87. See MICHAEL J. ZIMMER, CHARLES A. SULLIVAN & REBECCA HANNER WHITE, CASES AND MATERIALS ON EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION 521 (Aspen 8th ed. 2012) (“Individuals who would previously have been unlikely to have been deemed disabled are finding a very different reception from the courts under the amended statute. The overwhelming trend in the cases interpreting the ADAAA has been to find a disability.”).


89. *Gorman*, 209 F. Supp. 2d at 975 (noting that some conditions resulting from pregnancy can trigger ADA protection even if EEOC guidelines state that pregnancy is not a disability because it is not an impairment). See also Amanda G. Wachuta, Note, *The ADA Gets Even More Complicated: Analyzing Pregnancy With Complications as a Disability*, 52 DRAKE L. REV. 471, 479 (2004) (noting that most cases addressing disabilities as a result of pregnancy depend on whether the impairment is substantially limiting).


92. See Patterson v. Xerox Corp., 901 F. Supp. 274, 278 (N.D.Ill. 1995) (holding that a plaintiff with prior back pain which was aggravated and worsened by her pregnancy could be considered disabled under the ADA); Garrett v. Chicago Sch. Reform Bd. of Trs., 1996 WL 411319, at *3 (N.D.Ill. 1996) (holding that severe morning sickness resulting from pregnancy could be considered a disability under the ADA).
have similar workplace accommodations. Additionally, there is no legislative history to suggest that the ADA was intended to exclude pregnancy. The EEOC did not categorically exclude any other category that was not originally included in the ADA. This Article explores pregnancy as a disability infra, but first analyzes the ADA to (1) examine the reasons that pregnancy is excluded and (2) provide a framework that states might adopt in implementing their pregnancy accommodation laws.

1. Definition of Disability

Employers must treat disabled employees equal to other similarly-situated employees and must accommodate disabled employees in certain situations. There are three categories in which a person’s impairment could be considered a disability under the ADA: first, being actually disabled; second, having a record of a disability; and third, being regarded as having a disability. Courts consider three elements when determining if an individual is disabled under the statute: (1) whether the plaintiff’s condition is a physical or mental impairment; (2) whether that impairment affects a major life activity; and (3) whether the major life activity is substantially limited by the impairment. For the “actual disability” and “record of disability” categories, a plaintiff must meet all three elements. However, for the “regarded as disability” category, a plaintiff does not need to meet the elements; an employer cannot discriminate against an employee because it believes she is disabled, regardless of whether that assumption is true.

94. See, e.g., Cox, supra note 37, at 452 (arguing that the reluctance to associate pregnancy with disability has negatively affected pregnant workers). Cf. Brake & Grossman, supra note 43, at 70 (arguing that categorizing pregnancy as a disability would help, but there is still value in treating it as a distinct sex equality right).
95. Alemzadeh, supra note 77, at 13.
96. Id.
97. 42 U.S.C. § 12102(1) (1990). Under the statute there are three definitions of disability: a physical or mental impairment that substantially limit one or more of the major life activities of an individual; a record of such an impairment; or being regarded as having such an impairment.
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a. Actual Disability

The Act defines disability broadly to include physical and mental conditions. It does not, however, include protection for persons with short-term disabilities. Physical characteristics, such as height, weight, age, eye color, and general aging cannot be the basis of an impairment. Character traits, such as literacy, socio-economic status, and common personality traits, are similarly excluded. Voluntary conditions, such as pregnancy, are generally not considered impairments. If an employee is actually disabled, then an employer cannot discriminate against her in hiring, firing, or conditions of employment, and must accommodate her disability.

b. Record of a Disability

Under Section 3(2) of the ADA, a person with a “record” of an impairment that substantially limits a major life activity can be considered disabled. The record includes employment records, medical records, and education records. The impairment in the record must indicate that it would substantially limit one or more of the employee’s major life activities. For example, the EEOC interprets the statute to protect former cancer patients from discrimination. In such a situation, the EEOC states that employers must provide a continuous accommodation for the employee, even if her impairment no longer affects major life activities. While this seems like a broad employer liability, the “record of” disability under the ADA has rarely been invoked. Furthermore, because pregnancy

---

100. 42 U.S.C. §12101 (1990). The ADA defines a physical or mental impairment as:

(1) Any physiological disorder or condition, cosmetic disfigurement, or anatomical loss affecting one or more body system, such as neurological, musculoskeletal, special sense organs, respiratory (including speech organs), cardiovascular, reproductive, digestive, genitourinary, immune, circulatory, hemic, lymphatic, skin, and endocrine; or (2) Any mental or psychological disorder, such as intellectual disability (formerly termed ‘mental retardation’), organic brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific learning disabilities.


102. 29 C.F.R. app. §1630.2(h) (2011).
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106. 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.2(h).

107. 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.2(k).
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109. 29 C.F.R. app. § 16320.2(k).
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is not an impairment under the statute in the first instance, accommodation relating to childbirth and parenting would not be covered under this prong.

c. Regarded as Having a Disability

The 2008 ADA Amendments substantially altered protections for Americans with disabilities by revamping the “regarded as” category under the definition of disability.112 An employee will meet this requirement if she has been discriminated against because an employer accurately or inaccurately perceived her as having an impairment that limits a major life activity.113 Notably, the employee does not have to have an actual disability. While an employee may not be discriminated against for being regarded as disabled, she is not entitled to an accommodation unless she has an actual disability or has a record of a disability.114 For example, an employer could fire a left-handed employee because the employer perceived her to be disabled. The employee would have a viable discrimination claim under the ADAAA, but would not be entitled to an accommodation without an actual disability. That 2008 amendment to the ADA provides broad protection in the workplace for persons with (or perceived to be with) disabilities.115

2. Accommodation Requirements

If an employee is “qualified,” meaning she can perform the essential functions of the job, and she has a disability under any of the three previously defined disability prongs, then an employer may not discriminate against her on the basis of her disability.116 This scheme intends to balance the autonomy of employers with the rights of disabled workers. Moreover, if the employee has an actual disability, the employer must provide reasonable accommodations to her.117 However, the employer must know of that disability.118 Accordingly, the employer has no affirmative duty to investigate whether an employee has a disability and needs an accommodation. If the

---

114. Id.
116. Id.
117. See, e.g., Wells v. Cincinnati Children’s Hosp. Medical Ctr., 860 F. Supp. 2d 469, 478 (S.D. Ohio 2012) (holding that a plaintiff who underwent medical care but was otherwise fit for work put forth evidence to support a prima facie case of “regarded as” discrimination after being fired).
118. Rogers v. CH2M Hill, 18 F. Supp. 2d 1328 (M.D. Ala. 1998) (holding that employee’s depression was not so obvious for the employer to have actual knowledge and thus trigger the duty to accommodate).
employee is having difficulty with her job, the employer may inquire into whether an accommodation is needed, but it is not required to do so.119

As discussed infra, states will have to determine the scope of their pregnancy accommodation laws' requirements and the ADA could provide an optimal framework for doing so. In particular, some state courts will have to determine whether there is an affirmative duty for the employee to ask for an accommodation. If states follow the ADA, then the laws will place the burden on pregnant employees to seek accommodations.

3. Employer Defenses

There are instances in which the employer would be free to discriminate on the basis of disability or would not be required to accommodate an individual with a disability. First, an employer does not have to hire an applicant with a disability if she is unable to perform the essential functions of the position with or without an accommodation.120 Second, an employer does not have to provide a reasonable accommodation if doing so would create an undue hardship for the employer.121

Despite the ADA’s exclusion of pregnancy,122 the statute is vital to understanding the potential scope and procedures of the recently enacted state pregnancy accommodation laws. It will likely guide state courts in determining: when a pregnancy (akin to disability under ADA) disqualifies a worker from a position because she is unable to perform the essential functions of the job; what constitutes reasonable accommodations; what constitutes undue burden; and whether there is an affirmative duty to accommodate absent an employee’s request.

D. Proposed Pregnant Workers Fairness Act (Federal)

As previously discussed, the PDA does not require accommodation for pregnant workers unless similarly-situated, non-pregnant employees receive such an accommodation. Although courts and the PDA regulations have held that pregnancy itself is not a disability, legislators have proposed enact-

119. These accommodations might include: making existing facilities used by employees readily accessible, job restructuring, part-time or modified schedules, reassignment to a different position, and additional training. 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.2(o). The ADAAA does not require accommodation of employees regarded as having a disability, it only prevents discrimination against those individuals. It does, however, require accommodation for employees with a record of disability. For instance, a cancer patient in remission with a record of impairment that needed to seek additional treatment or testing would probably qualify for an accommodation.

120. C.F.R. app. § 1630.9.

121. Id.

122. 42 USCA § 12101.
ing protections that would treat it as such. Congress has attempted multiple 
times to pass the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act. The bill would require 
employers to make reasonable accommodations for their employees who 
have physical limitations because of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions. For example, an employer might be required to allow an 
employee to take water breaks, to provide her a stool to rest (if possible),
and reassign her from heavy lifting duties to lighter duties. Similar to the 
ADA framework, the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act would not require em-
ployers to provide such accommodations if doing so would create an undue 
hardship for them. The law has been opposed by numerous Congresses.

In sum, pregnant women are partially protected in the workplace 
under the current federal scheme but receive no added benefits or accom-
modations. The PDA prohibits employers from discriminating on the basis 
of pregnancy in hiring. In reality, an employer might still discriminate, but 
use a non-discriminatory justification in deciding not to hire a pregnant 
applicant. There are limits to which the law can prevent employers from 
hiding their discriminatory intent. Although the PDA prohibits an em-
ployer from firing a pregnant worker because she is pregnant, an employer is 
free to terminate the pregnant woman if her pregnancy is affecting her job 
performance—and the employer provides no accommodations to any other 
employee. The ADA provides accommodation to workers with physical dis-
abilities, but that accommodation does not extend to pregnant workers with 
equal physical challenges, despite increased protections under the 2008 
ADA amendments. The FMLA provides unpaid leave to pregnant workers;
however, many women are financially unable to use the leave, or are saving 
it for after their children are born. Thus, pregnant workers of lower-
socioeconomic status are most likely to be in need of a workplace accom-
modation, but currently no federal law providing such accommodations exists.

123. Id.

124. Pregnant Workers Fairness Act of 2013, H.R. 1975, 113th Cong. § (2013); Pregn-
nant Workers Fairness Act of 2012, H.R. 5647, 112th Cong. § (2012). See also 
NAT’L WOMEN’S LAW CTR., FACT SHEET, THE PREGNANT WORKERS FAIRNESS 
sites/default/files/pdfs/pregnantworkersfairnessfactsheet_w_bill_number.pdf. As 
previously discussed, some pregnancy-related conditions can be considered disabili-
ties under the ADA but only a few courts have adopted such a position and in 
limited circumstances. See supra notes 90–94 and accompanying text.

intents and purposes the text of the 112th and 113th Congresses are the same and 
are referred to interchangeably.

II. New Jersey Pregnant Worker’s Fairness Act and Similar State Accommodation Laws

Despite the failure to pass more robust workplace protections for pregnant workers at the federal level, numerous states and several cities recently have passed statutes requiring accommodations for pregnant workers.\(^\text{127}\)

This section examines the New Jersey Pregnant Worker’s Fairness Act as a model state law. While there are some variations, New Jersey’s statute is representative of the recent state accommodation laws. As of December 2014, twelve states and five cities have passed accommodation laws.\(^\text{128}\) Remarkably, they were almost all passed within the last two years, perhaps indicative of a concern for pregnant women in the workplace. Those are positive developments, but there is still much uncertainty regarding scope, implementation, and enforcement. New Jersey provides some clear examples of what constitutes a reasonable accommodation (e.g., bathroom breaks, change in schedule, etc.), and other examples can be gleaned from existing ADA case law.\(^\text{129}\)

A. New Jersey Pregnant Worker’s Fairness Act

In January 2014, Governor Chris Christie signed the New Jersey Pregnant Worker’s Fairness Act into law.\(^\text{130}\) The Act amends the New Jersey Law Against Discrimination (NJLAD) and imposes an accommodation require-
131. N.J. STAT. ANN., § 10:5-12(s) (West 2014).
133. N.J. STAT. ANN., § 10:5-12(s) (West 2014).
134. Id.
135. Id.
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The specifics in the New Jersey law are somewhat similar to the ADA and could be a model for other states. The statute requires the employee to request the accommodation under advice of her physician.  
139 This could be a significant limitation and will protect employers from frivolous claims by requiring a valid medical reason for the accommodation. Like the ADA, the statute requires the employee to make the request for such an accommodation.  
140

The reasonable accommodation requirement will positively benefit pregnant employees. For example, take the case of Heather Wiseman. Wiseman was an employee of Wal-Mart for seven months when she became pregnant.  
141 At that time, she informed her employer she was pregnant and had a medical condition (urinary tract and bladder infections), requiring her to consume adequate amounts of water.  
142 Her doctor advised her to carry a water bottle while at work.  
143 Shortly after Wiseman began following the advice of her doctor, Wal-Mart changed its policy to forbid non-cashiers from carrying water bottles and told her to cease doing so.  
144 Wiseman worked in a fitting room area and continued to carry a water bottle as her doctor had advised.  
145 She was subsequently fired for insubordination.  
146 Wiseman brought suit under Title VII, claiming pregnancy discrimination, and a violation under the FMLA.  
147 Her claims for both counts were dismissed.  
148 The District of Kansas held that she could not establish a prima facie case of discrimination because she could not prove she was “treated less favorably than others who were not pregnant but were similar in their ability or inability to work.”  
149 In other words, Wal-Mart would have fired any employee who carried a water bottle in violation of its policy.

Now suppose this same scenario happened in 2015 in the state of New Jersey. Wiseman was a pregnant worker who asked for an accommodation under advice of her doctor. She meets the first requirement of the Pregnancy Fairness Act. Then the analysis would turn to the reasonableness of the accommodation itself—requesting to carry a water bottle. In addition to the apparent reasonableness of having a water bottle in a fitting area, the
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statute seems to provide for such an accommodation explicitly by stating that the employer must provide accommodations such as “breaks for increased water intake.” Moreover, an employer could not discriminate against or penalize the employee for requesting such an accommodation. Under New Jersey law, Heather Wiseman would probably not have been fired, and, in fact, would have been provided a reasonable accommodation that allowed her to continue working.

The district court in *Wiseman* stated that the plaintiff was conflating the ADA and the PDA by arguing for treatment similar to that a disabled employee would receive. In New Jersey, the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act seems to require just that. It is likely that state courts will look to ADA guidelines and case law in interpreting the reasonable accommodation provision of the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act. Although there is currently no case law concerning the Act, employers would be prudent to structure their employee guidelines and policies for pregnant workers in the same manner as their guidelines and policies for disabled workers.

1. “Should Know”

One question and potential problem that will arise under the New Jersey statute is the requirement of non-discrimination for employers that know or “should know” an employee is pregnant. The Act forbids an employer “to treat . . . a woman employee that the employer knows, or should know, is affected by pregnancy in a manner less favorable than the treatment of other persons not affected by pregnancy but similar in their ability or inability to work.” The “should know” provision of the statute is best interpreted as a constructive notice requirement. Given the private nature of a woman’s pregnancy, it may be difficult, and in fact offensive, to require an employer to investigate into a woman’s pregnancy status. That inquiry in itself could create numerous human resource problems and, depending on the circumstance, legal issues as well. Although the PDA does not explicitly prohibit an employer from asking an employee or applicant about her pregnancy status, the EEOC warns against it because such a question could create suspicion of an intent to discriminate.

---
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Accordingly, employers will have to make careful considerations regarding pregnancy policies and accommodations. Perhaps employers should have policies that allow women to report their pregnancies. For example, the EEOC already lists best practices for employers to comply with the ADA and PDA. One of the very first suggestions is “ensure . . . the policy provides multiple avenues of complaint.” Indeed, identifying problems (or potential problems) in the workplace is the first step for employers to come into compliance with pregnancy discrimination and accommodation laws.

2. “Undue burden”

Similar to the ADA, the New Jersey Pregnant Worker’s Fairness Act does not require an employer to provide an accommodation if doing so would create an undue hardship. Again, it is likely that state courts will look to the regulations and case law of the ADA to determine what constitutes an undue hardship on the business operations of the employer. While an employer may be fairly confident that allowing a water bottle in a fitting room is a reasonable accommodation, it may be equally unsure whether transferring a pregnant worker to a different position would be reasonable.

The PDA has taken an approach that encourages employers to not ask about the status of an employee’s pregnancy. As previously discussed, the PDA does not forbid an employer from asking about an employee’s pregnancy, but the EEOC has advised against such practice because asking about a worker’s potential pregnancy could create evidence of an intent to discriminate. There is no need for an employer to ask and the pregnancy has no legal bearing on her employment. If the employee is able to do the job, then the employer cannot fire her because of her pregnancy. Thus, her pregnancy is irrelevant unless the woman divulges it to her employer because she is unable to perform her job. However, given the rise in state pregnancy accommodation laws, it is prudent for employers to examine their pregnancy policies.

The most prudent solution for employers is to adopt policies similar to their policies for disabled employees. Employers should have a robust reporting system for pregnant workers to request accommodations, and ensure that employees are aware of the proper procedures. They should clearly

155. Id.
156. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 10:5-12(s) (West 2014).
157. EEOC, Pregnancy Discrimination – FAQs, http://www.eeoc.gov/youth/pregnancy2.html#Q10 (last visited Apr. 27, 2015) (“Federal law does not prohibit employers from asking you whether you are or intend to become pregnant. However, because such questions may indicate a possible intent to discriminate based on pregnancy, we recommend that employers avoid these types of questions.”).
explain the reporting procedures in the handbook and display posters in the workplace. Then, if employees do not take advantage of the reporting system, employers would presumptively lack knowledge. New Jersey and other states should look to the ADA as a model for implementing their state accommodation laws. Although only a federal law could provide uniformity to pregnancy accommodation, the fact that states use language identical to the ADA indicates the probability that the structure of accommodation laws will parallel disability laws.

III. ARGUMENT FOR PREGNANCY ACCOMMODATION LAWS

Despite some potential criticism, and resistance,158 pregnancy accommodation laws are ultimately a positive and vital development for women in the workforce. Some pregnant women need accommodations to continue working without risking their health or losing their jobs. First, this section examines the opposition to pregnancy accommodation laws. Then, it addresses the benefits of accommodation laws and focuses on three positive potential effects: (1) an increase in pregnant women’s participation in the workplace; (2) economic benefits to both employers and women (particularly blue-collar workers); and (3) the granting of a needed protection for women who must continue working during their pregnancy.

A. Reasons for Opposition

Despite the recent explosion of state laws, accommodation requirements are required in only a minority of states. At the federal level, the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act has been opposed every time it has been introduced.159 In the past two Congresses, the Republican-controlled House opposed the bill,160 although it is unclear why Republicans were unanimously opposed to the bill. One commentator noted that, “there isn’t any articulated opposition from Republican offices. And giving workers a stool rather than making them stand all day—it’s very hard to articulate why

158. Id.
159. See infra note 162 and accompanying text.
160. Cf. Danielle Paquette, Why Women Are Afraid to Tell Employers They’re Pregnant, WASH. POST (Apr. 21, 2015, 8:41 AM), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/workblog/wp/2015/04/21/why-women-are-afraid-to-tell-employers-theyre-pregnant/ (“Female workers frequently avoided asking for help or special accommodations, researchers found. High rank didn’t quell worries: Entry level employees and managers expressed similar fears. Some hid their pregnancies for as long as possible. Reported one woman, anonymous in the study: ‘I have this perception that as I become rounder, I’m going to become ‘cuter,’ and cuter is not professional. So [I have] a little mixed emotion about other people I work with noticing [that I’m pregnant].’ ”).
you’re against that.” The one consistent explanation, although not a cohesive policy stance, has been the theory that accommodation laws are an “unfair burden on businesses.” That argument has been a perennial concern for the advancement of workplace rights in general. First, the text of the bill does not require an employer to provide an accommodation if doing so would create an undue hardship. Second, many argue that the accom-


Any sound overall assessment cannot ignore the material effects that such litigation has on the creation of new jobs for other workers. . . . The effects are likely to be large and significant, but they also will be hidden from view. They may involve decisions on where to build the next new plant; or to decide which of two plants the firm will expand and by how much; or to decide which plant the firm will shut down. Civil rights laws also might influence the types of capital equipment that companies purchase, or the kinds of new jobs they create. They surely influence the percentage of individuals who companies will hire as employees covered under the Civil Rights Act, compared to the percentage of work that will be set out on a piecework basis to independent contractors to whom the Civil Rights Act does not apply. It is no accident that the rate of independent contracting, e.g., the number of temporary workers in the United States, is increasing rapidly. A key motivation for this trend is to enable employers to escape the burdens associated with civil rights laws and other so-called protective employment laws.

Id.

164. Pregnant Workers Fairness Act of 2013, H.R. 1975, 113th Cong. § 2(1) (2013) (“[I]t is unlawful to] not make reasonable accommodations to the known limitations related to the pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions of a job applicant or employee, unless such covered entity can demonstrate that the accommodation would impose an undue hardship on the operation of the business of such covered entity.”).
accommodation laws would not be costly and would in fact provide economic benefits to employers and workers. These arguments are discussed below.

In addition to the possible detriments to businesses, some commentators have expressed concerns that providing an accommodation to pregnant women would further harm the already stigmatized workers. Some employers already view pregnant workers as less than capable, even when they perform their jobs without needing an accommodation. In such situations, accommodations for pregnant women would further exacerbate these negative stereotypes by reinforcing the idea that pregnant women cannot perform their jobs without special treatment. The “equal treatment” argument addresses this problem by opposing accommodations and preferential treatment for pregnant women in the workplace. A further concern is that women of color, single women, and economically disadvantaged workers are more likely to be viewed as “bad mothers” for continuing to work while pregnant. However, the stereotypes about pregnant women in the workforce exist in spite of favorable laws, not because of them. Title VII did not cause employers to have discriminatory attitudes towards women. On the contrary, it sought to eliminate such animus by expressly prohibiting discrimination. If pregnant women are not permitted reasonable accommodations while working, women will be pushed out of the workforce, just

165. See Epstein, supra note 164. Although Professor Epstein does not address accommodation laws specifically, he argues that that general discrimination laws have negative economic benefits to companies.
166. Researchers found that “[f]emale workers frequently avoided asking for help or special accommodations.” See Paquette, supra note 161. See also Alissa Quart, Why Women Hide Their Pregnancies, N.Y. Times (Oct. 6, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/07/opinion/sunday/why-women-hide-their-pregnancies.html (“Although federal law prohibits companies with 15 or more employees from discriminating against pregnant job seekers, it can be quite hard for an ordinary woman to land a job if she lets prospective bosses know she is pregnant.”).
168. Joan C. Williams & Elizabeth S. Westfall, Deconstructing the Maternal Wall: Strategies for Vindicating the Civil Rights of “Careers” in the Workplace, 13 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol’y 31, 35 (2006) (“[T]he findings of social science research documenting overwhelmingly negative stereotypes about the competence and commitment of pregnant women and mothers. . . . Another study showed that pregnant women, as compared to nonpregnant women, are subjected to lower performance ratings based on identical behavior and other available information. Such rating likely reflect the stereotypes that pregnant women will become less available and committed to their jobs and that they pose risks to their employer because they will likely not return to work at the conclusion of their maternity leave.”).
as sex discrimination forced women out of the workplace before Title VII. Similar to the positive benefits of Title VII, pregnancy accommodation laws will benefit pregnant women by allowing them to continue working without fear of discrimination.

B. Increasing Pregnant Women’s Rights in the Workplace

Ultimately, pregnancy accommodation laws will allow women to continue working when they would have been previously unable to without an accommodation—or would have risked losing their jobs by asking for an accommodation. The passage of the PDA increased the participation of married women and pregnant women in the workforce and helped create a dynamic model for labor force participation. Moreover, the PDA’s unpaid leave requirement further increased labor force participation for women with children. Providing protection for pregnant workers is crucial to ensuring their participation.

One might argue that requiring employers to accommodate women will discourage employers from hiring women of childbearing age in the first instance. This assumption is too attenuated to withstand scrutiny and could be applied to a host of similar historical workplace protections. For instance, during the passage of Title VII itself and the subsequent PDA, it could have been said that employers would be less likely to hire women because of the threat of litigation. Again, this could be applied to workers with disabilities and workers of a protected race or national origin. But protective laws have not decreased hiring of those groups; they have actually accomplished the opposite result.

by creating employment opportunities that would provide the economic power to propel these groups into the mainstream of American society.

170. Brake & Grossman, supra note 43, at 106 (“Women of color, single women, and economically vulnerable women who must navigate the cultural fault-lines for working mothers are susceptible to charges of being bad mothers, irresponsible for having children at all, or for having too many children. At the same time, they are expected to continue working without ‘special’ accommodation, a sentiment reflected in the harsh judgments reserved for ‘welfare mothers’ who are dependent on state support.”).
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173. See Williams & Westfall, supra note 168, at 35 (“The stereotype that women who become pregnant will lose interest in their jobs, if taken to its logical extreme, may cause employers to be reluctant to hire women whom they fear might become pregnant.”). Although this statement is applied to PDA in general, proving extra protections in the form of accommodations could further exacerbate the fear that employers will not hire pregnant women.
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State accommodation laws will similarly allow women to continue working while pregnant (if they wish) and thus increase their overall workforce participation and earnings. Despite the gaps in the law, the PDA has been successful in protecting pregnant women from employment discrimination and increasing their participation.\textsuperscript{175} There are numerous obstacles for pregnant women and mothers in the workplace that stem from a culture of hostility and not from formal legal equality. In fact, Title VII and subsequent litigation have been imperative in overcoming the “maternal wall,” which limits the ceiling of women’s success.\textsuperscript{176} State accommodation laws (and maybe one day an analogous federal law) will further increase women’s progress. Since the PDA was first passed in 1978, pay equality and the gender pay gap have continued to be relevant. State accommodation laws that allow women to continue working during their pregnancy, and thus reduce missed time, will help to achieve parity.\textsuperscript{177} Moreover, it is a just imperative to provide reasonable accommodations to pregnant workers like we do for disabled workers.

Many scholars have argued for the expansion of the PDA to model the ADA, or for the inclusion of pregnancy as a disability under the ADA.\textsuperscript{178} This argument very much represents what states are doing at the local level to protect their workers. There are good reasons to treat the two conditions similarly and protect them equally. First, as previously discussed, ADA regulations direct courts to construe the statute broadly, classifying a wide range

\textsuperscript{175} Joanna L. Grossman, \textit{Pregnancy, Work, and the Promise of Equal Citizenship}, 98 Geo. L.J. 567, 569 (2009) (“Without a doubt, the PDA successfully opened workplace doors for pregnant women. It brought an abrupt end to common employer policies that categorically excluded pregnant women or restricted the terms on which they could work.”).

\textsuperscript{176} Joan C. Williams & Nancy Segal, \textit{Beyond The Maternal Wall: Relief For Family Caregivers Who Are Discriminated Against on the Job}, 26 Harv. Women’s L.J. 77, 78–79 (2003). Professors Williams and Segal challenge the accepted wisdom that Title VII is an ineffective solution for advancing mothers in the workplace:

We have identified over twenty cases—some with substantial monetary awards—in which the courts have ruled in favor of plaintiffs who have attempted to move beyond the maternal wall. These cases, based on federal and state statutes, state public policies, and constitutional rights, have given rise to roughly ten viable legal theories. Both male and female family caregivers have successfully challenged such treatment. In addition, case law contains clear lessons about what to do and what not to do when litigating these claims—advice that will be of interest to both plaintiffs’ and management-side lawyers.

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{177} Grossman, \textit{supra} note 175, at 569.

\textsuperscript{178} Williams & Segal, \textit{supra} note 177.
Thus, the law is intended to be a workplace protection for workers with physical limitations. Many physical disabilities, such as hypertension, back pain, or diabetes, often impose the same physical limitations on an employee’s ability to work that pregnant women might experience. Pregnant women might need the same accommodations that their disabled coworkers require, such as increased breaks or help lifting heavy objects. There is no way to distinguish these impairments other than their cause—some are a result of pregnancy and some are a result of any other medical condition that is recognized by the ADA. One might argue that the difference is that pregnancy is a more common occurrence. But the ADA does not forbid a finding of disability simply because the impairment is common. In fact, hypertension, back pain, and diabetes—all potential disabilities—are quite common. Thus, it is quite contrary to the purpose and plain interpretation of the ADA to exclude pregnancy because the physical limitations that result from pregnancy are indistinguishable from other covered conditions. Such exclusion has had negative consequences for pregnant women, and state accommodations laws will fill this gap in the law.

Despite the benefits of state accommodation laws, one potential problem is the enforcement of such laws. In New York City, where an accommodation law has been passed, women still experience discrimination. Pregnancy accommodation laws are new and many women are not aware of their legal rights. Even if they are aware, some women, especially those of lesser socioeconomic status, may not file complaints for fear of losing their jobs. However, the difficulty of enforcing accommodation laws (and workplace protections more generally) should not deter the proliferation of such laws. That problem will slowly erode as more and more protections are provided and employees become aware of their entitlement to accommoda-


182. See supra note 86 and accompanying text.

183. See Alemzadeh, supra note 77, at 14.
tions, though this will take time. Even so, the issue of enforcing the law is still separate from the merits of accommodation laws themselves. The law changes employers’ policies, practices, and guidelines. Once protections are in place and litigation begins, employers adjust accordingly and begin to act affirmatively to avoid litigation and be in compliance with the law.

C. Economic Benefits

Although it may seem costly to businesses to provide accommodation to pregnant women, there has been no proof of negative economic effects to employers, and there are benefits to women and employers alike.

1. To Pregnant Women

The economic benefits of accommodations to pregnant workers are obvious—they can continue working and earning income during their pregnancy and they do not have to fear losing their jobs. Moreover, the pregnant women who need reasonable accommodations at work are most likely of lower socio-economic status to begin with. Women in white-collar jobs are not likely to need an accommodation because they are not performing physical labor. A pregnant attorney can have water at her desk while she works, or rest her feet on her office chair. An insurance agent does not have to worry about requesting light-duty to avoid lifting 70-pound boxes. But a waitress who is on her feet all day carrying heavy trays may need more frequent breaks and assistance carrying food; a bathroom attendant at a department store may need a temporary transfer to avoid sniffing dangerous chemicals. Such reasonable accommodations would often be taken for granted in white-collar jobs. Thus, pregnancy accommodations are most critical to low-salary, blue-collar workers who financially need to continue working.

This is not to suggest that the disproportionate need of blue-collar women does not have advantages for all pregnant workers. There may be situations when a woman needs an accommodation to continue working but does not necessarily need to work. One may argue that her savings or partner’s income is sufficient. Financial necessity is not the touchstone of whether a pregnant woman should be granted an accommodation. On the

184. Epstein, supra note 164, at 583.

Tracing down these consequences will be hard. Firms are not likely to announce that their decisions are made to minimize the adverse effects of the civil rights laws. They are not likely to broadcast their strategy. The effects are likely to be large and significant, but they also will be hidden from view.

Id.
contrary, the reasonableness of the accommodation is the proper inquiry. Although workers with lower socioeconomic status need accommodations the most, it is not a means-tested right. Regardless of one’s relative wealth, a pregnant worker’s ability to continue working and to not lose her job is a definite economic benefit of accommodation laws.

2. To Employers

Despite the possibility of some costs, providing accommodations in the workplace could actually help businesses’ economic success. First, any potential cost of reasonable accommodations is nominal, such as water breaks and schedule adjustments. Second, there are other benefits to providing pregnancy accommodations: improved recruitment and retention of employees; increased employee commitment; increased productivity; reduced absenteeism; and increased diversity. The bottom-line for employers will not be affected at all, or will be positively affected, by providing accommodations to their pregnant workers.

Delaware recognized the potential for state accommodation laws to benefit employers when it passed its own bipartisan law. State Senator Bethany Hall-Long recognized that her state’s accommodation law would be good for business, and a unanimous state legislature agreed; the bill was co-sponsored by conservative republicans. Senator Hall-Long explained:

This makes common sense not just for maternal and child health, but as good, sound economics. Women are more and

---


186. Id. at 3 (“Research also demonstrates that costs associated with providing these accommodations can typically be expected to be minimal and temporary. The bottom line benefit to businesses is just one of the many reasons to ensure that reasonable accommodations are available to pregnant workers.”).
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188. See Dina Bakst, Pregnant, and Pushed Out of a Job, N.Y. Times, Jan. 30, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/31/opinion/pregnant-and-pushed-out-of-a-job.html?_r=0 (“Finally, employers might consider that providing accommodations to pregnant workers would even be good for the bottom line, in the form of reduced turnover, increased loyalty and productivity and healthier workers. With minor job modifications, a woman might be able to work up until the delivery of her child and return to work fairly soon after giving birth. If she were forced out instead, her employer would waste time and money finding a replacement. In the worst-case scenario, employers could be responsible for much higher medical costs if their workers were afraid to ask for accommodations and instead continued doing work that endangered their pregnancies.”).

189. Schulte, supra note 35.
more the lead breadwinners of their families. If you make them use up all their leave before they give birth, or terminate their employment because they need an accommodation, you have created an economic situation for that family that then may need to rely on Medicaid, and other public social supports.190

Delaware State Senator Colin Bonini agreed that as a fiscal conservative he did not want women losing their jobs and becoming dependent on public assistance.191 In addition to the economic benefits for businesses, Senator Long-Hall focused on the company morale and employee retention, noting that “businesses with a strategic vision embraced this. A simple accommodation is so much easier than laying someone off, terminating them, then having to bring someone else on and retrain them.”192 Indeed, it makes common sense for employers to foster a collegial work environment, increase productivity through support in the form of accommodations, and retain employees by making small adjustments.

In sum, pregnancy accommodation laws will have a positive impact for pregnant women in the workforce at minimal to no cost to employers. While negative stereotypes about the competency of pregnant workers is a legitimate concern, it is not enough to outweigh the concerns of pregnant workers who need accommodations to continue working—quite often to survive financially. The women who need to continue working will do so, and without accommodations, which may have negative consequences for their own health and the health of their unborn children.193 There is strong support for pregnancy accommodations in the workplace, evidenced by the

190. Id.
191. Mercer, supra note 163.
192. Schulte, supra note 35.
193. It is beyond the scope of this Article to discuss the health effects of women working while pregnant, but it can be assumed that there could be negative health consequences if a doctor recommends a medically necessary accommodation and the mother does not receive or seek one. If there were no medical risks then presumably the medical doctor would not have recommended it in the first instance, even if the recommendation were just a precaution. For a more in-depth look at the health risks to pregnant women who do not receive accommodation see, for example, Deborah A. Calloway, Accommodating Pregnancy in the Workplace, 25 Stetson L. Rev. 1 (1995). See also Bakst, supra note 188 (“This kind of law is a public health necessity. Without its protections, pregnant women are reluctant to ask for the accommodations they need for their own health and for the health of their unborn children. For many women, a choice between working under unhealthy conditions and not working is no choice at all. In addition, women who can work longer into their pregnancies often qualify for longer periods of leave following childbirth, which facilitates breastfeeding, bonding with and caring for a new child and a smoother and healthier recovery from childbirth.”).
The recent passage of state laws and the general desire for friendlier family workplace policies.194

IV. Implications of Pregnancy Accommodation Laws

The rapidly developing state accommodation laws for pregnant workers will change the landscape of employment law. In addition to the protection itself, the state laws will positively expand protection for pregnant workers even in states without accommodation laws, despite the fact there is no equivalent federal protection. This will be accomplished in two major ways. First, the state laws might force national employers to change their policies as a whole rather than just state-by-state. Second, the state accommodation laws could provide an impetus for enacting federal legislation or amending the PDA. For both of these scenarios, a critical mass of state accommodation laws is crucial.

For example, take a multi-national corporation such as Wal-Mart. As of 2015, Wal-Mart must provide accommodations for pregnant workers in twelve states and several cities.195 Despite the fact that Wal-Mart is not legally obligated to provide such accommodations in the remaining jurisdictions, it recently announced a change to its employee policy.196 It may be that it is beneficial to do so for public relations reasons and ease of administration. It would be quite difficult for Wal-Mart to argue that providing water breaks to a pregnant worker in Missouri is an undue burden while doing precisely that for a pregnant worker in New Jersey. It seems as though it would be costly and confusing for Wal-Mart to have different procedures for pregnant employees across different states. But if Wal-Mart were more generous and comported with New Jersey’s accommodation law, then women across the country who work for Wal-Mart would be entitled to pregnancy accommodations.

This also limits the potential liability of national corporations by proactively providing an employment protection that might not be required in every jurisdiction. For example, take the case of Heather Wiseman. There is little doubt she would succeed on her discrimination claim under the New Jersey statute. But what if her case took place, instead of New Jersey, in

194. See Brigid Schulte, ‘Mad Men’ Era of U.S. Family Policy Coming to an End?, WASH. POST: SHE THE PEOPLE (Feb. 12, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/she-the-people/wp/2014/02/12/mad-men-era-of-us-family-policy-coming-to-an-end/ (reporting that the majority of Americans support “family friendly” policies such as paid leave and increased sick days).
195. NAT’L P’SHIP FOR WOMEN AND FAMILIES, supra note 130.
Eastern Pennsylvania? Pennsylvania does not have a pregnancy accommodation law. However, Philadelphia does, and Pennsylvania’s neighbor, New Jersey, does. Members of the jury in Eastern Pennsylvania may have friends, families, or acquaintances who benefit from accommodation laws in Philadelphia and New Jersey. It is only human nature that their judgments will be influenced by this knowledge—even if only subtly. Suppose that there is a close call of whether Wal-Mart fired her because of the water bottle issue or on account of pregnancy discrimination. If the stated reason, the insubordination, is not believable or seems like pretext, it might manifest in the jury’s decision. Of course, that is a narrow hypothetical. However, it costs an employer like Wal-Mart very little to provide reasonable accommodations like carrying a water bottle, and doing so avoids negative perceptions about the company and could potentially help it avoid costly lawsuits. The case of Heather Wiseman has been used as a rallying call for accommodation laws by proponents of the laws.\(^\text{197}\) Perhaps the negative attention from her case is the reason that Wal-Mart changed its policy,\(^\text{198}\) or perhaps the change was because of the critical mass of states providing such accommodations. Wal-Mart itself recognized the rise in accommodation laws. In its updated policy, Wal-Mart includes a list of the states that currently require accommodation laws in a prominent box.\(^\text{199}\) A more optimistic observer might accept Wal-Mart’s purported reason for the policy change—to “ensure women Wal-Mart associates will not be discriminated against when

\(^{197}\) Schulte, supra note 35.


they are pregnant.”200 So far, women Wal-Mart associates still appear to be struggling for accommodations.201 The company was recently sued after a pregnant worker fainted from exposure to toxic cleaning chemicals she used while on the job; she asked for a transfer from the hazardous position, but was ignored.202 Wal-Mart issued a statement saying, “[w]e take our policy seriously. We’re proud of our new policy. It is best in class and goes well beyond federal and most state laws.”203 This is a positive development. It is public acknowledgement of an accommodation policy, which may put pressure on other companies to adopt the same.204 That also comports with the rapidly changing state accommodation laws.

Of course, multi-national corporations expanding their policies nationwide would still exclude women who do not work for those companies and women who live in states without accommodation laws. The gap between a corporation’s protections for its employees and workplace protections for all pregnant workers is a legitimate gap that still remains for pregnant workers and will remain until a federal law is passed to provide pregnancy accommodation. However, there may soon be a seismic shift partly because of the Supreme Court’s recently decided case, Young v. UPS.

The political climate is ripe for providing pregnant workers with accommodations. In addition to the rise in state protections, Young could increase awareness to the issue and influence employers to change their policies. Some media sources have begun advising employers to err on the side of caution and consider providing accommodations to pregnant workers post-Young.205 While Young does not go as far as to require an accommo-
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dation, it does create uncertainty about the standard of comparators and brings further attention to the plight of pregnant workers.

Putting aside any state or local accommodation law, employers would be prudent to provide accommodations for pregnant workers. Under the new Young standard, an employer would have to justify not providing an accommodation for a pregnant worker when it provides accommodations to other workers. And if the employer cannot justify the lack of accommodation with sufficient evidence, it creates a presumption of discrimination against the employee. Granted, there would have to be an accommodation provided to other workers for such a presumption. But it would seem to be exceedingly rare for an employer to never have accommodated any of its workers, whether it be for a sprained ankle or recovery from a minor procedure. Moreover, even if the employer can withstand the burden of justifying its denial of an accommodation, it would probably not want to litigate the matter in order to do so. The confusion surrounding Young likely will create a rapid increase in litigation. Presumably, lower courts interpreting Young will have some disagreements among each other and apply the law slightly differently. If so, there would be tremendous uncertainty for employers regarding their duty to accommodate pregnant workers. This should lead employers to the logical step of providing reasonable accommodations for pregnant workers. Accommodations are often low to no cost, create a positive work environment, avoid potential litigation, protect the health of workers, and reduce attrition rates. Employers are already obliged to provide accommodations to their disabled workers under the ADA, so implementing standards would be minimally difficult.

V. Conclusion

The rise of state pregnancy accommodation laws will have positive benefits for women in the workplace. Pregnant workers currently face obstacles that have not been addressed through legislation. The PDA is insufficient to protect them from being fired, the ADA excludes them from receiving a disability, and the FMLA provides only limited unpaid leave.

means-for-pregnant-workers-and-their-bosses (“Most businesses already provide accommodations to pregnant women because they understand that it is in their best interest, and the best interest of their employees, to do so. The time has come for those who have not already complied to get on board. Liability under Title VII comes with not only compensatory and punitive damages, but often also hefty legal fees, which may far exceed actual monetary damages awarded. On the other hand, accommodations required by pregnant women are temporary and typically inexpensive. The smartest and safest course of action is to provide them.”).
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Simple and reasonable accommodations, such as water breaks and adjusted work schedules, will allow women to continue working without risking their health or that of their unborn children. Accommodation laws are particularly vital for women of lesser socio-economic status, who are often living paycheck-to-paycheck and do not have the means or ability to take pregnancy leave. While the accommodations may seem like a small step, to some women their provision solves the tension between losing their jobs and income and being able to continue working.

As more states begin to pass pregnancy accommodation laws, employers will begin to take notice. Companies will begin to expand accommodation policies and provide greater flexibility, even in jurisdictions that do not currently have an accommodation law—just as Wal-Mart did recently. Because courts will likely begin interpreting the accommodation laws like the ADA, companies should begin modeling their policies and procedures accordingly. Perhaps a federal bill will be passed in response to the rapid growth of increasing state protections. But even if it is not, more states will continue to pass similar laws. State accommodation laws will provide increased protection to women in the workforce, and increased participation in the workforce—just as the PDA did over thirty-five years ago.